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INTRODUCTION

The prevention or reduction to a minimum

of the loss of copper in slags has long engaged the attention

of the metalluxgist, the smelter operator, and the chemist.

That the problem is one of great economic importance may be

judged from a brief consideration of the magnitude of these

1
losses. Thus Young- reported that one large Arizona smelter

poured 16,500 pounds of copper per day onto the slag dump.

Lathe2 has pointed out that for a smelter producing a million

tons of slag per year, a saving of only 0.01 per cent in the

copper lost would mean a saving of $24,000 per year, assuming

the copper to be worth twelve cents per pound. The copper lost

in the smelters of the United states in 1919 alone has been

estimated to be $8,000,000. In his efforts to increase smelt

ing efficiency, there can be no doubt that the metallurgical

engineer has been handicapped by a lack of accurate knowledge

as to the exact form in which copper is lost, and as to the

nature of the chemical reactiOns or physical changes which

result in this loss. This lack of knowledge is in no sense

due to a lack of diligence among those who have concerned

themselves with the problem, but is in part inherent in the

difficulties of the problem itself.

The investigations which have been made

of the problem may be put in two general olasses. In the

first, we have those investigations which have consisted of

l--Young, G.J., Eng.&Min.Jr.-Press, July 19, 1924.
2--Lathe, F.E., Eng.&Min.Jr., vol.100, pp.215-7; 1912.
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the study of the behavior of mattes and slags under actual

operation, and in the second, studies carried out under labor-

atory conditions as where more accurate control might seem

possible. Work of the first sort is lacking in generality, the

oonditions obtaining at one smelter being so different from

those at another, that it may be difficult to apply the results

obtained at one plant to the elucidation of the problems pre-
'

sented at another. On the other hand, laboratory research does

not duplicate actual conditions, and results obtained in small

scale experimentation cannot always be applied to actual smelter

problems. It is, however, true that laboratory results from

experiments performed under cal'eful control should give funda

mental data applicable to the solution of the special problems

of any particular case.

REVIEW OF PREV.tOUS WORK

Among _the early investigators in this field

1s Heywood� who made a study of the slags produced in.two blast

furnaces for 2-1/2 years. His results indicated ·that copper

lost in the slag was roughly proportional to the copper content

of the matte, and that an increase in the silica of the slag

caused a decrease in the copper loss.

wright,! from a study of reverberatory

slags reached the oonclusion that all the oopper in the slag

3
�eywood, W.A., Eng. & Min.Jour., 77,395 (1904).
4
-Wright, L.T., �rans. AIDer. Min. Inst •• XL, 492 t1909J
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is not in the form of suspended globules or pril1s, giving as

his reasons: (1) even when the slag is kept in a molten con

dition for long periods of tUne the oopper content did not de

crease below a certain minimum, depending on the slag used;

(2) fine grinding and e1utl'iatlon did not separate it into

portions containing more or less copper than the average con-

tent; (3) the gold and silver oontent bore a smaller ratio to

the copper oontent of the slag than the same metals in the

matte did to the copper in the matte. These facts he thought

indicated that a portion of the copper was dissolved in the

slag, and obeyed the distribution law. He also stated the

rule that other things being equal, a difference of 1 per cent

up in the silicate content of the slag makes a regular differ

ence of .01 per cent down in the oopper content. He found

that when the slag was left molten over a matte poorer in

gold and silver than the original matte had been, the gold

and Silver were taken up by the new matte, while the copper

content remained the same.

Grabill� assigns copper losses to two

general classes, phYSical and ohemioal. Under physical losses

he places (a) insufficient settling; (b) insuffioient differ

ence between �ecifio gravities of matte and slag, and (c)

flotation of matte by gases. Settling losses he considers

-Grabill, C.A., Eng. and Min. Jr., 189, PP. 776-9,(1910).
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to be usually small.· The effect of differences in specific

gravity is usually over-rated and would be a factor only with

barium slags or zincy matte. Gas flotation loss he considers

not unoommon and attributes to the formation of magnetite and

its reduction by matte. Chemical losses he divides into two

classes: (a) those.due to solution of metals or their sulphides;

(b) losses due ·to slaggtng as oxides, ferrites, silicates, etc.

Solution of matte as such he thinks does not ordinarily occur,

but believes that the sulphides dissolve indiv�dually. Matte

itself is a neutral solution of cuprous sulphide and. f·errous

sulphide. Metallic copper is soluble in ferrous sulphide and

Grabill-expresses the opinion that copper in slags from low

grade mattes occurs as cuprous sulphide and copper, while from

high-grade mattes it is present ohiefly as metallic copper and

oopper oxide.

Sundt6 pointed out that the percentage of copper in the

matte is not the only factor in determining the amount of cop

per in the slags.

Channing7 gives a critical discussion of Wright's paper.

He believes that the loss of copper in slag is chiefly due to

its forming an oxide which would then enter the slag like any

-Sundt, F.A., Eng. & Min. Jr., 89, pp. 1097-8 (1910).
7
-Channing, J.P.; Min. and Sci.Press, pp. p. p68 (1909).
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other metallic oxide. This would be true especially with oxide

ore and less so with sulphide ore.

Gold is thought to be insoluble in slag.

Assuming that all the gold found in slag was dissolved in matte

globules and determining the ratiO of gold to copper in the

matte and in the slag, he was able to calculate the copper

and silver lost as sulphides and that lost as oxides. By this

method he found that one-third of the copper was lost as sul

phides and two-thirds as oxides.

zoph� agrees that part of the copper in

slag may be copper oxide, but gives no conclusive evidence.

Kiddie� made a study of the copper oontent

of oommercial slags for several years by determining the oxide

copper by extraction with dilute sulphuric acid and electroly

tic determination of the copper without filtering, his results

showing in general that any increase in copper oontent was

due to an increase in the proportion present as oxide and not

to that present as sulphide. For example, in his slag contain

ing 0.075 per cent of copper, only 20 per oent was present as

oxide, whereas in one containing 0.45 per cent oopper 66 per

cent was present as oxide. These results confirm those of

wright.!2 As a method of reduoing the oopper content of slag

-Zoph, H.M., Min. & Sc. Press, 100, pp. 261-2 (1910).
9
K:iddie, Thos., Jour. Canadian Min. Inst. , 14, pp. 487-9.

10
--Wright, L.T., Trans. American Min. Inst. , XL, 492 (1909).
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when the oxidized copper is high, he recommended running the

molten settled slag over a bath of low-grade matte in a second

settler, where the copper oxide was reduced by the copper sul

phide present in the matte. Slag containing originally 0.455

per cent copper had its oOpper oontent reduoed to 0.05 per oent

by this treatment.

Kiddie's!! analytical method was later used

by Lathe, but as was later pointed out by Maier and Van Arsdale

and others, it is inacourate for several reasons: Hydrogen sul

phide, whioh is always given off when slags ,are treated with

dilute acid, will preoipitate oopper s,ulphidej magnetite, which

is always present, will form ferric sulphate, which dissolves

oopper sulphide; and the ferric salts formed during eleotrolysis

at the anode will dissolve copper from suspended oopper sulphide.

Lathe,12 after comprehensive review of

previou_s work, describes results obtained at the Granby, smelter

with blast furnaces. Here decrease in the copper oontent of

the slag aocompanied increasing percentages of si1ics' ., for

ma.ttes from 28 to 34 per oent and 35 to 40 per oent. An in

crease in the copper in the slag also attended an increase in

the oopper in the matte for various peroentages of si11ca.

He determined the ratio of the copper present in the slag as

11
--Kiddie, Thos., Jour. Canadian Min.lnst., 14, pp. 487-9.
12
--Lathe, F.E., Eng. & Min. Jour., 100, p. 215.
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matte and as oxide by assuming that the matte in the slag will

carry the same percentage of gold as that in the body of the

matte. Any difference is calculated as oxide copper. An

example of such a calculation is as follows:

Gold per ton in Granby matte 4.412 oz.

Gold pet ton of copper in Granby slag -1.398 oz.

Percentage of copper as sulphide in slag:

1.398 x 100
4.412

= 31.7

Per cent of copper as oxide in slag = 100 - 31.7 • 68.3.

He used Kiddie's sulphuric acid method for the determination

of oxide copper. The solubility of cuprous sulphide in the

reagent he f�d to be negligible. The effect of settling was

tested and it was found that 0.07 per cent was the lowest

possible copper content of slag that could be obtained by

keeping it molten over a low-grade matte. Further test of the

probability of the presence of cuprous oxide was made by,mix

ing some cuprous oxide with slag and matte and fUSing the

mixtUre. The copper oxide was not reduced. Lathe concluded

that 25 to 50 per cent is lost as suspended globules and the
,

rest as oxide copper. He questioned the existence of dissolved

cuprous sulphide. He found a striking agreement between the

value of the oxide copper as found from the sulphuric method,

and that calculated from the gold content of the slag. His

laboratory experiments to determine the effeot of matte grade

on the copper in the slag indicate linear increase of copper

content with grade of matte. He was unable to determine the
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oxide copper on these unchilled slags. The opinion is quite

commonly held that sulphide oopper and oxide copper can not

exist together at a high temperature because of the reaction

CU28 + 2CuO-· 4eu + 802
Lathe oarried out a series of laboratory experiments from which

he concluded that sulphide and oxide of copper could exist

together. The experiments seem, however, rather inoonclusive.

Since muoh of this work depends upon the accuracy of the SUl

phuric method for determining oxide oopper, it is open to the

objections previously stated.

In a later pub1ioation Lathe� states that

his experiments have shown that artificial mixed sulphides of

iron and copper vary greatly in composition and properties,

according to the conditions of preparation, and that it may

not be possible in the laboratory to duplioate commercial mattes.

The main constituents are ferrous sulphide and ouprous sul

phide, oomplete1y miscible molten and forming a euteotio oon

taining about 25 per oent copper. The existence of compounds

in the matte he considers questionable and if formed, they seem

to have no striking effeot on the properties. The amount of

oopper lost in the form of prills he finds directly propor

tionate to the grade of matte, but thinks that in some cases

at least the loss in this for.m is not more than 25 to 50 per

--Lathe, F.E., Eng. and Min. Jour., 110, PP. 1076-80 (1920).
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cent of the total loss. He points out that dissolved ouprous

sUlphide will probably separate on oooling and would then be

Boted upon by the same reagents which would attaok the suspended

globules and suggests that suoh dissolved oopper could be prob

ably estimated only by difference, as follows: tl) oaloulate

the amount of suspended matte from the gold-oopper ratios of

matte and slag; (2) determine the amount of oopper in the

oxidized oondition; and 13) subtraot the sum from the total

oopper. �he only data available at the time of this publioa

tion showed no appreoiable difference, and Lathe therefore

conolUdes that the existence of dissolved cuprous sulphide is

not proved. Copper lost in the oxidized state may be, aocord

ing to Lathe, either cuprous oxide, cupric oxide, or oopper

silicate, although many believe that none of these reallyex

ist in any oonsiderab1e amount. He cites the following facts

as evidence of the existence of suoh oxide oopper: (1) the

amount of oopper dissolved from some normal slags at moderate

temperatures by either dilute hydrochloriC acid or sUlphurio

acid is muoh greater than that dissolved from mattes; (2) the

oopper oxides as determined in this way cheoks the estimated

amount too olosely to be the result of acoident; (3) when the

copper oxide and silioate are aotually introduoed into the

slag, even though intimately mixed with matte and fused, the

amount of copper remaining in the slag is oonsiderably more

than noxmal, showing that the reaotion between sulphide and
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oxide is not complete under suoh conditions; (4) when slag is

given treatment to reduce cuprous oxide, the copper content

is materially reduoed. He therefore conoludes that oxide cop

per is present and that its amount may be approximately deter

mined, his own results showing that from one-half to three

fourths of the copper in slags tested was oxide or silioate.

Maier and Van Arsdale gave a critioal re-

o 14
view of the work published to date.--The determination of oxide

oopper by sulphuric acid they believe to be very inaccurate,

since in many cases ferric iron was present. They point out

·the fact that He�ood� and wrlght� investigated too small

a range o,f slags to justify generalization. James!! had con

ducted experiments on poling with green poles and had found

that the copper oontent had been reduoed considerably. Re

duction of slags with pyrites had been found by James to bring

about a further reduction of copper oontents, whioh both he

and Lathe� believed to be due to the reduction of oxidized

copper; but which Maier and Van Arsdale point out might have

�aler, o.c., and VanArsdale, G.D. ,. Eng. & Min. Jour., 107,
pp.815-24, (1919).

15
--Heywood, W.A., Eng. & Min. Jour., 77, p. 395 (1904).
16
--Wright, L.T., Trans. �JDerican Min. Inat., XL, p. 492 (1909).
17

.

--James, John W., Eng. & Min. Jour., 97, p. 1114 (1914).
18
�athe, F.E., Eng. & Min. Jour. , 110, p. 1076 (1920).
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been due to elimination of the faotors tending to cause gas

flotation or to 8 removal of oopper present as dissolved sul

phide by the oleaning aotion of the pyrite. They give the

results of a careful mioroscopic and ohemical study of Phelps

Dodge slags. They cono1ude that the matte which is originally

present in the slag is made up of a ferrous 'sulphide consti

tuent and a cuprous sulphide constituent. The ferrous sulphide

is oxidized by the ferric oxide or magnetite, leaving the

ouprous sulphide either in solution or in the form of suspended

globules. They consider one of the Unportant souxces of cop

per loss to be the settling of magnetite to the bottom of the

slag where it is wet by the matte, the ferrous sulphide con

stituent of which is oxidized and a globule of cuprous sulphide,

floated into the slag by the sulphur dioxide bubble which is

formed. They rely upon the silver nitrate method for the de

termination of the amount of prill copper. This method is based

upon the supposed complete dissolving of the prill copper by

silver nitrate and the failure of silver nitrate to react with

dissolved sulphide or oxide copper. Using this method they

found that from 0.80 to 0.85 per cent of the copper was in the

form of suspended partioles. The rest of the copper they be

lieved to be present as sulphide in solution. The fact thnt

the variation in the (dissolved) copper loss among several

slags was so small was construed as evidence that these dis

solved losses were not due to cuprous oxide. Further reasons
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given for this belief were that microscopio examination of

-well 'crystallized slags showed no definite compounds contaihing

oxidized oopper and that the addition of sulphidiz.ing consti

tuents such as pyrite produced no effects which could be attri

buted to oxidized copper, but that dissolved cuprous sulphide

was present was indicated by the decrease in the dissolved form

when another sulphide was added. They thus attribute the slag

loss to dissolved and suspended copper sulphide and consider

the latter to be the most �portant.

The validity of the conclusions reached by

Maier and van Arsdale as to the relative amounts of dissolved

and suspended copper sulphide rests upon the accuracy of the

silver nitrate method for the determination of suspended cop-

per sulphide. If copper sulphide is.soluble in slag, its

solubility will certainly be a function of the temperature and

it is to be expected that a portion of the sulphide which is

soluble in the molten slag will separate upon solidification.

If this takes place such separated copper sulphide would be

determined as prill copper whereas it should certainly be counted

as dissolved copper, sinoe it is the solubility of the copper

sulphide in the molten slag whioh is of interest to the metallur

gist. In a later publioation Lathe� stated the results of an

1nvestigation of the silver nitrate method as follows: (1)

the reagent usually dissolved the oopper sulphide, but not

--Lathe, F.E., Eng. & Min. Jour.-Press, 110, p. 1076.
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in all combinations; (2) the assumption that copper sulphide

which dissolved in the molten condition will not be attacked

is not justified, as it might crystallize out on cooling; (3)

copper oxide is slightly attacked; (4) cuprous oxide is read

ily attaoked, though it does not appear to be completely sol

uble. He states that some slags yielded only a traoe of the

copper to silver nitrate. One converter slag, 60 per cent of
.

whose oopper was soluble in sulphurous aoid, yielded 90 per

cent of its copper to silver nitrate, showing that oxidized

or metallic copper must be attacked. He therefore abandoned

the method as entirely unreliable.

Further doubt is thrown upon the accuracy

of the silver nitrate method by the work of Boyer,20 who after
.

careful Inyestigation of the method, found that the amount

of oopper determined as prills· depended very largely on the

fineness to which the sample was ground. It may be also noted

that wanjukOff&! in his extensive investigation discarded the

method as unsatisfactory.

Lathe, admitting the validity of the oriti

cism of the sulphuric aold method for determining oxide copper,

carried out another investigation making use of the sulphurous

2
--Boyer, W.T., Thesis, UniverSity of Arizona, 1927.
21
--Wanjukoff, W., Metallurgie IX, 1,48 (1912).
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aoid method developed by van·Barneve1d and Leave�.� He oon-

firms the statements of these investigators that this �eagent

dissolves oxide oopper but has no aotion on sulphide oopper.

He finds, however, that very fine grinding is necessary to get

solution in reasonable time, that the 3 per cent solution does

not thoroughly deoompose all slags and that in the presence of

considerable ferrous sulphide either the oxidized oopper is

inoompletely soluble or oopper already dissolved is afterwards

preoipitated as sulphides. These defects all tended to give

low results for oxide oopper. He attempted to tmprove the

method by adding hydrofluorio aoid to the sulphurous aoid,

and states that under the conditions of his experiments the
I

only aotion of the hydrofluorio aois is to break up si1ioates

and liberate some copper for reaction with sulphurous acid.

Chemically preoipitated copper sulphide he found to be un

attaoked by this oombination of reagents if oxidation was

avoided. The results of his analysiS on a series of blast

furnace slags received from various oompanies showed from 7

to 81 per oent of the copper to be oxidized, the proportion

being lower in heavy sulphide ore end higher in ore having

some oxidized oopper. Similar determinations on five rever

beratory slags showed from 40 to 83 per cent of the copper

in the oxidized state, while ten oonverter slags showed from

22
--Va�arneve1d, C.E., and Leaver, E.S., �eoh.P8per 312, U.S.

Bureau of Mines (1923).
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5 to 79 per cent as oxide copper.
23

He replied to Maier's--

statement that copper oxide minerals were not evident in the

samples examined by stating that these would probably not be

present as separate constituents visible either to the eye or

the microscope, but would form complex silicates. He pOints

out further that the determination of suspended sulphides can

be made from the copper-gold ratios of matte and slag, basing

the calculation on the assumption that only suspended sulphide

oarries gold in the slag. Thus a matte having 45 per cent cop

per and 15 ounoes of gold per ton might accompany a slag con

taining 0.3 per cent copper end 0.02 oz. of gold. The matte

has one ounoe of gold for each 3 per cent copper and the slag

one ounce for eaoh 15 per oent, indioating that only three

fifteenths or twenty per cent of the copper in the slag carries

its normal amount of gold O� that 20 per oent of the cOppe�

is p�esent as suspended sulphide. Even though the iron sul

phide constituent has been oxidized as olaimed by Maier and

V'an Arsdale the gold will be oonoentrated in the r ema ining

ouprous sulphide, thus not affeoting the correctness of the

caloulation. Lathe.s previous work had shown that all of

the copper was acoounted for as oxidized copper and suspended

sulphide, but in view of the fact that the sulphuric acid

method used in determining the former gave high results, he

2
Maier, e.G., and Van Aredale, G.D., Eng. & Min.Jour. 10'1,822.
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oonsiders it probable that a little dissolved sulphide was

present. stedman� attempted to generalize the operating data

of the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. at Trail, B.C.,

fo� the period from 1903 to 1919, and to write equatiOns which

would give the ratio of slag oopper to matte copper in terms

of the percentages of the slag constituents and empirical con

stants, but without success. He criticizes the results ob

tained by Lathe25 with sulphurous and hydrofluoric acids, and

reports experiments to show that with sulphurous acid alone,

the copper oxide reported would be low on air-cooled samples

because of incomplete decomposition, while the use of hydro

fluoric acid would give high results in the presence of magne

tite. Thus Lathe's copper oxide results on reverberatory

slags would be high, and those on converter slags quite use

less. stedman finds the silver nitrate method for pellet cop

per to be satisfactory on chilled samples, but �ite unsatis

factory on air-oooled samples though even with chilled samples

a small amount of copper was dissolved even when prills were

known to be absent. For the determination of oxide copper, he

recommends the use of a mixture of pyrogallic acid, sulphurous

aOid, and hydrofluoric acid. The reducing effect of the pyro

gallic acid was said to prevent the dissolution of the sulphide

copper by any ferrio iron. Stedman's explanation of the aotion

--stedman, D.W., Eng. & Min. Jour.-Press, 114, 1023 (1922).
25
--Lathe, F.E., Eng. & Min. Jour., 110, 1076 (1920).
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of the hydrofluoric acid in promoting the action of ferric iron

on the copper sulphide seems hardly tenable. He attributes it

to the fact that ferric �luoride is slightly ionized, and hence

only incompletely reduced by the sulphur dioxide. The forma

tion here of the complex ferri-fluoride ion would, however,

certainly render the ferric ion less likely to reduction by

the sulphide as well as by the sulphur dioxide, and what re

duction did take place should result from the action of the

dioxide rather than from that of the sulphide.

Stedma� carried out a number of labora-

tory fusions in fire clay crucibles, from which he concluded

that copper is lost in slags partly as prills, partly as oxide

or silioate, and partly as dissolved sulphide. He gives as

a typical Trail slag: Total eu, 0.135 per cent; prill eu, as

determined by silver nitrate, 0.03 per cent; copper as silicate,

0.01 per cent; dissolved copper, as differenoe, 0.09 per cent.

He considers the laboratory fusiOns made by Maier and Van

Arsdale, and by Lathe as unreliable.

The work reviewed above was largely upon

actual commercial slags. The most extensive research made on

the behavior of laboratory slags was that of WanjukOff,27 who

attempted to obtain accurate data on the solubility of the

2
--stedman, D.F., Eng. & Mln.Jour.-Press, 114, 1072 (1922).
27
--Wanjukoff, W., Metallurgie, Vol. IX, Part I.
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matte or the copper sulphide constituent of the matte in slags

of va�iOUS composition by making �aboratory fusions with chem

ioally pure materials. Such fusions were made of a series of

slags of varying silicate degrees, and of varying composition,

and curves drawn to show the effect of varying the slag compo

sition on the oopper conte�t of the slag. Wanjukoff's work is

open to serious criticism for three reasons: His fusions were

all oarried out in graphite cruoibles. As the results to be

reported later in this paper prove, graphite is �ite reaotive

at the temperatures of the fusions, and reduces metallio iron

from the slags. This metallio iron would in part go into the

matte, oarrying with it part of the copper sulphide whioh might

be normally present in the slag, from which it would liberate

free oopper. The reduction of the slag would result in a ohange

in the composition, so that there oan be no assuxanoe that the

oomposition at the end of the melt was at all that of the ori

ginal slag mixture. Wanjukoff, however, did not analyze his

slags after fusion, but assumed that their composition was the

same as that with,whioh he started. This assumption our work

has shown to be untenable. Another oriticism is that appar

ently he did not distinguish in his analyses between prill

oopper and dissolved copper. He assumed that he had removed

all of the prill oopper by,grinding off the tops of the slag,

and any adhering parts of the crUCible. Later work has shown

that auch prills may be, and usually are, distributed through

the slag.
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The review of previous work has been pre

sented in some detail, in order to show the unsatisfactory

state of knowledge concerning the real nature of slag losses,

and the effect of slag composition upon them.

Recognizing the need of accurate and funda

mental data on the behavior of the complex systems involved,

the original plan of this work was to carry out an investiga

tion of the behavior of variOUS slags when fused with matte,
�.

�

avoiding, however, the mistakes which appear to invalidate

Wanjukoff's work. It was soon found, however, that the diffi

culties in the way of avoiding these mistakes were so great,

that the preliminary investigation required was much more �iffi

cult and time consuming than had been antiCipated. This paper

will, therefore, be confined to a report on the results obtained

in developing a method for the investigation of the systems

under consideration, with some preliminary results of such

inves t igat ion.

Experimental Work on the

Manufacture of Crucibles

It seemed obvious at the outset that if

errors of previous investigators were to be avoided, a crucible

must be used which would be without reducing action on the

slag constituents, which would not change the composition of

the slag, and which would be sufficiently refractory end inert

chemioally at the temperatures used, thus avoiding both the
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reducing aotion on the slag, and contamination of the melt

with the material of the crucible. If suoh a crucible could

not be produoed, the amount of chemioal aotion between melt

and orucible must be known and corrected for. Accordingly,

an investigation of the properties of the various crucible

making materials available was undertaken.

Prel iminary experiments on "bls.ck 1 ead"

or "plumbago" crUCibles, and on crucibles of graphite, showed

extensive reduotion of the iron oonstituent to metallio iron,

as had been antlCipated. Fire-olay crucibles were then tried,

but it was found that they were readily attaoked by the raw

slag, and were quite unsuitable. Unformed slag is, of course,

far more corrosive in its aotion on refraotory material thon

is· the formed slag.

eruoibles of "Ibex" obta !ned from the

Denver �'ire Clay Co. were next tr ied. These contain a large

peroentage of alumina, and have a higher melting point than

fire clay, but were qa.iokly attaoked by the slag. A platlnmn

crucible which was next tried, melted, presumably from the

alloying action of the matte.

A crucible of impure ziroonia was readily

attacked.

Crucibles were next made of electrically

sintered magnesia obtained from the Vitrefrax Co. of Los

Angeles. The method used was to mix the ground magnesia with
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magnesium chloride, and enough water to form a thick paste,

and then to tamp it firmly about a steel mandrel plaoed in a

split wooden mold lined with paper shells. The crucibles were

air-dried, and fired in an Arsem vacuum furnace at temperatures

of from 1900 to 2300°0. Early experiments were unsuccessful,

as the crucibles were too porous. It was found, however, that

periclase ground to pass 200 mesh, when mixed with 1 per cent

of finely-ground quartz, and magnesium ohloride binder, and

fired at 2300°0. gave a oruoible dense enough for use. This

orucible was then tested for resistance to the slag by fusion

in a resistor fuxnace to be desoribed later of a sla.g mixture

containing 31 per cent silioa, 45 per oent ferrous oxide, and

24 per cent calcium oxide. Although the crucible was removed

from the furnace and cooled 10 minutes after the slag had

melted, a qualitative test of the slag showed that magnesium

had dissolved in large quantities.

The U. S. Bureau of Standards had con

sented to make and test cruoibles of magnesia in an induction

furnace. �he crucibles which they submitted appeared to have

resisted the slag fairly well, but analysiS of the slag again

showed that magnesia had been dissolved. This experienoe with

ma.gnesia cl'uoibles was in agreement with the results obtained

by Wanjukoff, who reported that the magnesia dissolved in the

slag.
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The next material tried wes "Diemel,"

obtained from the Vitrefrax 00. This is a neutral refractory

of composition approaching magnesium aluminate (MgOA1203),
with a melting pOint at about 2l000e. As a binder, 5 per oent

magnesium ohloride was used, with 10 per oent water. Cruoibles

of this material were fired at 2000°0. in the Arsem furnaoe.

When tested by a fusion of the raw slag mixture, they proved

�atisfaotory, being too porous to hold the slag, and being

badly oorroded by the action of the slag. The use of glue as

a binder was tried, with no better results.

Cruoibles were made of ohromite, with glue

as a binder, and fired at 210000. These were too porous to

hold the slag, and were corroded badly by the melt.

Porcelain cxucibles of the ordinary thin

walled type, and annealing cups of fire clay were tested.

Porcelain cruoibles were rapidly attacked. The annealing cups

proved more satisfaotory beoause of the thicker walls, but were

very seriously corroded. Crucibles of carborundum were then

investigated. Preliminary experim�nts seemed to indicate that

these resisted the slag action without decided reducing action.

After oonsiderable experimentation it was found that the best

method of making these cruoibles was to add enough glue to

"FFF" oarborundwn to make it stiok together and work nicely

in the mOUld, then enough silicon ground to past 100 mesh

soreen to reaot with the carbon liberated from the glue.

Usually one per cent silicon was suffioient. These oruoibles
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o
were air dried and fired at about 1400 C. Some of the best

of these crucibles,were then tested by fusing some of the slag

mixture in them. The crucibles were only slightly attacked

but in every case microsc'opic examination of a matte revealed

the presence of appreciable qualities of metallic iron.

Since this investigation indicated that

none of the crucible materials available were without action

on the slag it was thought that it might be possible to use

graphite or carborundum crucibles whioh had been found not to

dissolve in the slag and to sulphidize the free iron present

in the melt by the addition of free sulphur. Acoordingly

melts of the same slag mixture were made in graphite and oar-

borundum and sulphur added in lumps to the molten mass. The

matte from both oruoibles was found to oontain free iron,

although a large exoess o� sulphur had been added. It was then

thought that it might be possible to melt formed slags without

reduction of the iron content. A reverberatory slag and matte

were melted together in graphite and in oarborundum. The

mattes from both orucibles contained free iron. As it had

been found that formed slags were much less corrosive in their

aotion than unformed slags it was thought that it might be

possible to form the slag in graphite and then remelt it in

the �nnealing cups without much aotion on the latter. It was

'thought that all of the metallic iron produced in the graphite

melts would be found in the matte. Several slags were therefore
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melted in graphite, cooled, the matte knocked off from the

slag, and any iron pellets found adhering to the sides of the

slag were ground off. The slag was then ground by pounding

in an iron mortar, mixed with fresh matte, and remelted in

annealing cups. The cups were only slightly attacked but the

mattes again contained metallic iron.

This process was repeated but sulphur was

·mixed with the crushed slag before the second melt was made.

The matte produced in this manner contained no metallic iron

that could be seen under the microscope. This led to the be

lief that the crucible problem had been solved. The objection

remained that the matte would be diluted with the ferrous sul

phide produced and that small amounts of the material of the

annealing cup would be dissolved in the second melt. This

second objection could be met in part by the analysis of the

slag after the melt for all constituents.

Preparation of Materials

The materials needed for the work were:

silica, calcium oxide, alumina, and ferrous oxide for the

slag, and ferrous and cuprous sulphide for the matte.

The silica used was a finely-ground fused

quartz obtained from the �hermal Stndicate.o This was digested

with conoentrated hydroohloric acid to remove iron, washed,

and filtered. In some runs "Silex" was used after similar
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treatment. Calcium oxide used was Merck's blue-label reagent

whioh was ground to 100 mesh and ignited in a gas muffle for

6 hours, and then rolled fox several hours to assure uniformity.

Alumina used was Bakeris "0 P" ground to 100 mesli, ignited in

a gas muffle, and thoroughly mixed.

�ha preparation of a material to supply

ferrous oxide to the slag presented a serious problem. There

appeared to be two methods of procedure possible. The first

was to add pure ferrous carbonate to the charge in sufficient

quantity to give the ferrous oxide by decomposition. The second

was to make use of the reduction of magnetite or ferric oxide

by ferrous sulphide to provide the ferrous oxide. Wanjukoff

had used ohemically-pure ferrous carbonate obtained from Merck

and co , , of Darmstadt. We attempted to secure ferrous carbonate

from the same firm and from many of the largest chemical supply

houses in America, but all stated their inability. to supply

pure !errous oarbonate. PreCipitated ferrous carbonate is

quiokly oxidized to ferric oxide and the so-called ferrous car

bonate on the market is largely ferric oxide. The naturally

ocourring oxide of carbonate, siderite, is quite stable. A

number of samples of siderite were obtained from various places,

but it was found in every case that they contained too much

magnesium and other impurities to permit of their use. Research

on the problem of preparing ferrous carbonate in a stable con

dition was therefore undertaken. Senarmont� found that ferrous

� Senarmont. Comptes Rendues, 28, 693 (1849).
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carbonate was quite stable when precipitated from solution.

at a high temperature and pressure, but no references are

available describing its preparation in any quantity, although

Smit.h:29 had repaired small amounts by Senarmont's method.

After a number OT preliminary experiments the following method

was used: A strong steel cylinder, 6 inches in diameter and 14

inches long, fitted with steel plugs at both ends and a valve

on the side was secured. The cylinder had been tested to with

stand a pressure of 11,000 pounds. One plug was removed, �he

air displaced with a stream of carbon dioxide and ury Terrous

sulphate poured in. Sodium bicarbonate was next introduced

and oxygen-free water added, then the plugs quickly screwed in.

No air could enter during this process, since carbon dioxide

was evolved on the addition or water. The cylinder was �hen

connected through the valve to a cylinder of liquid carbon

dioxide and carbon dioxide run in until a pressure of 40 atmos-

pheres was indicated by � gauge. The cylinder was �hen heated

in baker's oven for three days at a temperature or GOO°c.:.,
cooled, and· the contents removed �s iollows: most of the carbon

dioxide was let out 01· t.he cylinder through uhe valve, and the

plugs were loosened but not rem9ved. The cylir.der was set on

one end and the upper plug removed and a glass tube, through

which carbon dioxide was passing, quickly inserted. The glass

29
--Smith, H.J., Journal of the American Chemical Society, 40,

879 (1918).
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tube oarried a rubber stopper to fit the hole in the cylinder.

The rubber tube conneoted to the glass tube was closed with a

sorew clamp. ihe oylinder was inverted onto a stout wooden

stand provided with a hole to receive the s houlder of the cy

linder and through which the glass and rubber tubing in the end

of the cylinder passed. The pl�g was then removed from the other

end of the cylinder and a glass tube inserted in its place in

the same way. rhe upper tube was connected to an aspirator

bq,ttle on a shelf above. This bottle contained oxygen-free

water whioh had been saturated with oarbon dioxide. The bottom

tube was oonnected to a glass tube which extended into a bell

jar. The bell-jar rested on a ground steel plate. The connec

tion was sealed by vaseline. Through a stopper in a hole in

the center of the plate a large Buchner funnel was held. The

stem of this funnel was connected to a filter flask which in

turn was connected to a May-Nelson vacuum pump. Carbon dioxide

waS.passed into the bell-jar through a side inlet. The tube

oarrying it was connected to a manometer which was also con

structed to aot -in the capacity of a pressure valve. By means

of the vaouum pump the air was pumped out of the bell-jar,

all inlets being closed. Carbon dioxide was then run in. This

process was repeated until all air had been replaced by carbon

dioxide.

The sorew olamps above and below the cylinder

were opened and the material in the, cylinder allowed to run

onto the funnel, where it was filtered, in absence of air and
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washed with the water from the aspirator bottle. Carbon dioxide

was run through while this was taking plaoe. Alcohol was then

run through the cylinder and funnel to remove the water, then

alcohol-ether mixture. The tube connecting the aspirator

bottle and oylinder was closed and the cylInder removed. A

slow stream of carbon dioxide was allowed to run through the

bottle for several days until the ferrous oarbonate was dry.

The ferrous carbonate prepared was placed in bottles, the air

removed through e tube in the stopper and carbon dioxide run

in, this being repeated until all the air had been displaced.

The tube was then closed. The arrangement for carrying out

the filtration and drying is shown in Figure 1. The ferrous

carbonate was a fine, slightly grey powder. Analysis for

iron showed it to be 97.68 per cent pure. The powder oxidized

very slowly, as was evidenoed by a gradual appearance of a

red color at the surface.

Construction of Electric Furnace

30
Wanjukoff-- had found the induction furnace

to be the best suited to this type of work.,' As no furnace of

this kind could be secured for the work, it was necessary to

oarry out experiments on furnace construction. A high-temperature

granular reSistor furnace obtained from one of the chemical

--Wanjukoff, W., Loa. cit.
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supply houses was found to be quite unsuitable. A number of

furnaces with heating elements of molybdenum wire were built.

These proved unsatisfactory, as the hydrogen supplied to pre

vent the oxidation of the molybdenum wire produced a reduoing

atmosphere in the orucible ohamber, even when a current of

nitrogen was passed through the chamber. The furnaoe finally

used for making the melts is shown in Figure 2, the design is

due in part to Mr. F. S. wartman, of the Southwest Experiment

Station of the United states Bureau of Mines. A graphite disk

"Gr, is grooved to receive an alundum oylinder 12· inches in length,

2 inches in diameter, with 3/S-inch wall. The granular resistor

"I" is held between the alundum cylinder and a cylindrica.l

wall of small blocks molded from alundum cement. The whole is

set in a sheet-iron container ,�" from which it is insulated

by a layer of kieselguhr "F". The upper electrode is 8 gra

phite disk "Jff which rests upon the resistor material, but

extends to the edge of the alundum cement blocks. The upper

busbar is of nickel, and is clamped tightly around the disk.

Connection to the lower disk "G" is made by means of a graphite

tube "D" ground to fit tightly into the disk. The graphite

tube is surrounded by a jacket "En through whioh oold water

1s circulated. The graphite tube was plated on the outside

with a heavy deposit of copper. A 3/8-inch iron rod "0", free

to move up and down in the graphite tube, served to raise or

lower the crucible. It carried an alundum cement disk "N".

Enough air rises through the heating chamber to prevent the
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oocurrenoe of a strongly reduoing atmosphere. The furnace was

conneoted to the seoondary terminals of a 10 k.v.a. transformer,

with a 220-volt primary. The transformer was wired to give

either 110 volts or 55 volts from the secondary coils. A re

sistance was put in series with the primary which served to

control the current. As much as 100 amperes were sometimes

used in bringing the furnace to temperature, after which from

40 to 60 amperes were suffioient. Temperatures of 1500oC� were

easily obtained with this furnace. It could be used for 24

hours continuously without need of repair or replacement, after

which it was frequently neceasary to slit the resistor mate

rial, or renew the alundum cylinder. The wall of alundum cement

blocks last indefinitely if care is taken to prevent arcing

of the resistor. When crucibles of non-reducing materials were

used in the furnaoe, no reduction of the slag materials could

be detected by mioroscopic examination. This was considered

to indicate that the atmosphere of the furnace was not too

reducing for the work for which it was used •

.
Study of Means of Eliminating Prill Loss

The review of the literature previously

given shows that there is no method known for the satisfactory

differentiation of suspended oopper and dissolved sulphide or

oxide copper. Various methods have been suggested and used,

but the wide divergence of opinion in regard to their appli

cability is sufficient evidence that they rest upon assumptions
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which are at least questionable. Yet it is evident that any

successful study of the relation between slag composition and

copper loss must depend upon the possibility of such differ

entiation. The solubility of the copper sulphide constituent

in the slag, or the tendency of the copper to enter the slag

as oxide or silicate might logically be expected to be func

tions of the slag composition and of the temperature of the

melt, the sulphide constituent probably distributing itself

between slag and matte in accordance with the distribution law.

The loss due to suspended copper, on the other hand, would

probably be more influenced by accidental conditions. In lab

oratory experDnentation the slag composition and temperatures

might be accurately controlled and accurate values for solu

bility obtained if prill loss could be either prevented or

determined.

The means most commonly used in the lab

oratory for the separation of suspended matter from liquids

are: filtration, and settling. The first method was quite in

applicable to the problem in hand. The second had been tried

by others, both in laboratory experimentation and in commercial

operation, with only partial success. In the laboratory it is,

furthermore, attended by the disadvantage that it necessitates

leaving the. molten slag in contact with the crucible for

longer periods of time, and consequently inoreases the con

tamination of the slag by the crucible material. A third

method often used in laboratory practice is that of centrifuging,
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but so far as known, this method had not been previously applied

to slags. Stokes' law gives as the uniform velocity of a par

ticle settling in a viscous medium, V = f/6n�N, where f is the

force on the particle, r is its radius, and � is the ooeffi

oient of viscosity of the medium. The velocity of settling

should thus be direotly proportional to the force applied to

the particle. For settling due to gravity alone this force on

a particle is given by f = 4/3 7f r3 (D-d)g, where D is the

density of the particle, d the density of the medium, and g the

acoeleration of gravity. Since it is easy to subject particles

to forces many times greater than that of the gravitational

field by centrifuging, it was thought that suoh a method might

remove the prills and at the same time diminish the time during

whioh the melt must be kept in the crucible.

To submit the theory to a test, the centri

fuge shown in Figure 3 was construoted. Two brass plates "En

and "G" are electrically insulated by a sheet of red fiber

"F" and mounted on a vertical steel spindle, from which they

are insulated by a red fiber bushing "J". This bushing carries

two rings "K" and "1", which make contact with carbon brushes,

and are connected to the brass plates by No. 10 copper wire as

indicated. The brass plates oarry at each end steel cups, in

one of which is built a small furnace, the heating element of

which oonsists of ohromel wire wrapped on a tube of alundum.

The oentrifuge was oarefully balanced with the crucible and a

oharge of the weight to be used in the melts in the furnace.
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The radiUS, measured from the center of

the shaft to the oenter of the oharge was 19.5 cm. The gear

ratiO was 1 to 10, so that the furnace could easily be whirled

at any speed up to 1000 revolutions per minute. At the latter

speed undue vibration did not oocur and the force produoed was

about 218 times that of gravity. This force can easily be

found from the equation F· t9iOl{3��O)' in which r is the

radius in centimeters, and N is the number of revolutions per

minute. Table 1 shows the force produced for several speeds.

TABLE 1

Force Produced by Various Rates of Oentrifuging

Revolutions Number of times
per the force of

minute gravity produced

600 78

900 175

960 201

1000 218

1200 312
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Melts

Several series of theoretical slags were

caloulated, one for a silicate degree or oxygen ratio of 1,

another for a silicate degree of 1.5, another for a silicate

degree of 2, and so forth. The first in a series containing

only ferrous oxide, calcium oxide,: and si1ioa. Beginning with

the pure ferrous silicate the ferrous oxide was decreased to

the nearest multiple of 5 per cent, after which it was reduced

by 5 per cent to 0 per cent '. calcium oxide be lng added to re

place the ferrous oxide to keep the silicate degree constant.

�he series was then continued by adding aluminum oxide to re

place the silica in slags containing 30 per cent ferrous oxide;

the aluminum oxide being added in steps of 4, 8, and 11 per

cent, while the silica was decreased to keep the silicate de

gree constant. Three of these series are reproduced in Tables

2, 3, and 4.
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rABLbl 2

Theoretical Slag Compositions for Silicate Degree of 1

Silica Ferrous oxide Calc ium oxide . Alumina.
per cent per cent per eent per cent

29.5 '10.5 0 0

30.0 65.0 5.0 0

30.3 60.0 9.7 0

30.'1 55.0 14.3 0

31.1 50.0 18.5 0

31.4 45.0 23.6 0

31.8 40.0 28.2 0

32.2 35.0 32.8 0

32.6 30.0 3'1.4 0

33.0 25.0 41.9 0

33.5 20.0 46.6 0

33.8 15.0 51.1 0

34.2 10.0 55.8 0

34:.5 5.0 60.5 0

34.9 0 65.0 0

29.0 30.0 37.4 4.0

25.5 30.0 37.4 8.0

22.8 30.0 37.4 11.0
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!ABLE 3

Theoretioal Slag Compositions fox Silicate Degree of 1.5

Sil108 Ferrous oxide Calcium oxide Alumina

per cent per oent pel' cent per cent

38.6 61.4 0.0 0.0

39.2 55.0 5.8 0

39.'1 50.0 10.3 0

40.1 45.0 14.8 0

40.6 40.0 19.4 0

41.1 35.0 23.9 0

41.6 30.0 28.4 0

42.0 25.0 32.9 0

42.6 20.0 3'1.4· 0

43.1 15.0 41.0 0

43.5 10.0 16.4. 0

44.0 5.0 50.9 0

45.5 0 54.5 0

38.1 30.0 28.4 4.0

34.5 30.0 28.4 8.0

31.9 30.0 28.4 11.0
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TABLm 4

Theoretioa1 Slag Compositions for Silioate De6ree of 2.

Si1ioa Ferrous oxide Caloium oxide Alumina
per oent per oent per cent per oent

45.6 54.5 0 0

46.0 50.0 3.9 0

46.6 45.0 8.4 0

4'1.2 40.0 12.8 0

4'1.7 35.0 17.3 0

48.3 30.0 21.7 0

48.9 25.0 26.1 0

49.5 20.0 30.5 0

50.0 15.0 34.5 0

50.6 10.0 39.4 0

61.1 5.0 43.9 0

51.'1 0 48.3 0

44.8 30.0 21.7 4.0

41.2 30.0 21.7 8.0

38.6 30.0 21.7 11.0
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Charges were caloulated on the basis of

these tables. The ferrous carbonate was used in sufficient

quantity to give the ferrous oxide required. This quantity

was based on the reaction:

FeC03 = FeO + CO2
Several of these charges were made up by

weighing the slag constituents out in the required amount and

mixing with 38.8 per cent matte (by analysis), which was pre

pared by mixing ferrous sulphide and cuprous sulphide in the

required proportion. The ratio of slag to the matte was 3 to

1, byweigbt. The charge, which weighed 60 grams, was thoroughly

mixed by rolling on paper.

Some of these charges were placed in gra

phite orucibles and one of them placed in the resistor furnace,

which was up t� temperature. The ferrous carbonate was too

light and the charge was, blown out by the evolving C02. For

this reason magnetite or rather the "C.P." black oxide of iron

was used in its place. A calculated excess of ferrous sulphide

was added to reduce the magnetite, according to the reaction:

3Fe304 + FeS = 10 FeD + 802
The quantity of "black oxide" used was based on its iron con

tent obtained by analysis.

Charges were prepared and melted. The melt

process took place quietly. One of the slags prepared in this

manner was analyzed for ferric iron. Only 0.63 per cent of
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it was present, showing that the reduotion of the magnetite

was oomplete.

To determine the effeot of various methods

of making melts and to test the effeot of oentrifuging on the

slags the melts shown in Table 5 were made. This table shows

the initial and final oomposition of the slags 'and mattes.

The per cent copper in the mates was determined by analysis

of the mixture used.

Melts 1 and 2 were first made in graphite

crucibles. The matte was then removed and the slag orushed.

New matte and 4 per oent sulphur were added to the first and

the mixture remelted in an annealing Oup at a temperature of

1350°0. The crucible was then rapidly transferred to the oen

trifuge furnaoe, whioh had been previously. brought to a tem

perature of 1000°0., and centrifuged at 900 revolutions per

minute for 2 minutes. Melts 6 and 7 were made together in

fused silica crUCibles, and the slag poured off from the matte

into water. This slag was mixed and divided into two paxts.

Matte was added to each part and the mixtures fused in separate

annealing cups. Melt 6 was removed when molten and air cooled

without centrifuging. Melt 7 was centrifuged at 900 revolutions

per minute for 2 minutes.

The mattes and slags prepared in these

melts were analyzed, the results being shown in Table 5.
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TABLE 5

Change in Composition of Slags, and Copper Loss

.

Melt; Calculated charge. Analyses
No.: Slag :Uatte; Slag :Matte:cu in

:8102 : FeO : CaO :A1203: au :5i02 FeO: Cao :11203: au :slag
--:% %:%:% :% :% %:%:% :%:%

· . . . . . . . . .
· . . . . . . . . .

1 30.3: 60.0: 9.7: 0.0: 38.8: 50.0:39.15:12.50: 2.25:28.28:0.609

2

3

4

5

6

· · ·
· · ·

30.3: 60.0: 9.7:
· · ·
· · •

31.1: 50.0: 18.5:
· ·
· ·

· ·

· •

· · ·
· · ·

· ·
· ·

· · ·

· · ·

31.1: 50.0: 18.5:
· · ·
· • ·

31.1: 50.0: 18.5:
·
·

.

.

7 :

· . . . . . .

· . . . . . .

0.0: 38.8:43.80:43.52:10.17: 3.15:32.99:0.277
· . . . . . .
· . . . . .

.
.

0.0: 38.8:49.16:28.19:24.65: 1.12:31.20:0.395
.

.

: NO : -: - -: -:

:matte: : : : :

: :29.24:55.20:- 6.34: 9.55:

1.16

0.95
· . . . . . .
· . . . . . .

0.0: 35.0:36.35:41.40:16.64: 2.01:28.96:0.592
· . . . . . .

· . . . . . .

0.0: 35.0:37.60:40.13:16.23: 3.45:28.29:0.480

From a comparison of the original and final

oompositions o£ the slags in Table 5 it is evident that the

oomposition has in each case undergone considerable ohange.

The ferrous oxide content of the slag has been reduced from

about 35 per cent to 65 per oent of its original value. The

copper content of the matte has been reduced in every oase,

although new matte was mixed with the slag for the second melt.

This is undoubtedly due to the sulphidizing on the ferrous oxide

oonstituent of the slag and on free iron present in the slag

as a result of its reduotion by graphite and its dropping out
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into the matte. These results seem to show conclusively that

the data obtained by wanjukoff can not be accurate, since he

worked entirely in graphite crucibles in which the reducing

action must ha�e been great, and since he made no analyses of

his slags afte� melting, but assumed their final composition to

be exaotly that of the original charge.

Qalculation of the silioate degrees of the

slags shown in Table 5 after fusion shows that they all approach

the valUe 2 regardless of their original composition. In this

caloulation alumina is considered as acid. The average value

of this silicate degree was 1.98 and the greatest variation

from it was 0.25. This seems to indicate that a slag of this

silicate degree is more stable than others, and that when the

slag can dissolve material from the orucible it will tend to do

so and approaoh a silioate degree of 2. This behavior makes

it seem questionable whether the slags investigated by Wanjukoff

actually had the silioate degrees which he supposed them to

have.

To determine whether the decrease in the iron

content of the slag was due to the reduoing aotion of the gra

phite, a number of slags were made in graphite as before and

analyzed, while the mattes were polished and examined under the

miorosoope. All of the mattes were found to oontain large qt1sn

tities of metallic iron. The compositions of these slags as

determined from the original charge and. from the analysis after

the melt 8re shown in Table 6.
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xABLE 6

Decrease in Ferrous Oxide content of Slags Melted in

Graphite Orucibles

Slags having silioate : Slags having silicate
degree of 1 : degree of 2

Ferrous oxide: Ferrous oxide:�F�er-r-o-u-s--o�x�i�d-e-:�F�e-r-r-o�u�s�o-x�l�de--
in oharge after melt in charge after melt
per cent per cent per cent per cent

, .

·

70.5 · 60. '18·

60.0 · 48.83•

..

..

50.0 34.75
·
..

30.0 14.15
..
·

20.0 · 19.65·

0.0 8.48

·
·

61.4' 57.15
·
�

50.0 44.64

40.0 32.88

30.0 28.09

·

·

·
·

·
·

Inspeotion of the foregoing table shows

that the ferrous oxide oontents of the slags after melting

differ widely after melting from those of the original char�e.
The presenoe of iron in the pure calcium silicate (0 per cent

ferrous oxide 1 was explained during the analyses. Upon the

addition of acid to this slag large amounts of hydrogen sul

phide were given off t indica.ting that· the ferrous sulphide

from the matte was soluble in the silicate.

The analyses of the two converter slags

which were well mixed before melting (melts 4 and 5 of Table 5)

indioate that the oentrifuging was successful in reducing the

copper content.
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It seemed desirable to subjeat the centri

fuging process to a more thorough examination. With this in

view a quantity of reverberatory slag was s areened to pass 100

mesh. A quantity of reverbera.tory matte was similarly treated.

Eaah was well mixed to insure uniformity, and a series of charges

weighed out, using a ratiO of 1 of matte to 2 of slag. These

oharges were thoroughly mixed and melted in annealing cups at

a temperature of 1260°0. The greatest variation of this tem

perature in the entire set of melts was not more than 30°0.

All melts were left in the furnace exaatly 17 minutes. They

were then, with the exception of the first, left in the centri

fuge furnace for 10 minutes. This furnace was kept at a tem

perature of about 105000., the variation being not more than

20°0. The time of centrifuging and the Z'ate were varied as

shown in Table 7. The crucibles were broken away from the slags,

any adhering portions ground off, and the slags ground to 100

mesh in a Plattner mortar. They were dissolved in a mixture of

hydrochloric, nitric, and hydrofluoric acids, and the copper

deter�ined electrolytically after precipitation with sodium

thlo-sulphate in the usual way.
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TABLE 7

Effeot of Centrifu�i� a Reverberatorl Sla�
No. of Rate of Time of Copper
:Melt oentrifuging oentrifuging loss

r.p.m. min. per oent

la 0 0 0.334 *

1b 0 0 0.287 **

2a 0.200
2b 0.511
3a 500 1 0.288
3b 500 1 0.265
4a 500 2 0.300
4b 500 2 0.269
5a 500 3 0.245
5b 500 3 0.297
6a 500 4 0.536
6b 500 4 0.315
7a 500 5 0.321
7b 500 5 0.298
8a 200 2 0.324
8b 200 2 0.270
98 400 2 0.679
9b 400 2 0.325

lOa 600 2 0.310
lOb 600 2 0.278
11a 800 2 0.29·4
lIb 800 2 0.321
12a 1000 2 0.265
12b 1000 2 0.272
13a 600 5 0.227
13b 600 5 0.270
14a 800 5 0.271
14b 800 5 0.282

* Not oentrifuged but allowed to settle in the oentrifuge
furnace for 10 minutes.

** Neither centrifuged nor allowed to settle in centrifuge
furnace.
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Inspection of Table 7 gives no definite

evi�ence of a reductio� of the oopper oontent through centri

fuging as might have been expected had prills been removed by

the proeess. "It is, however, not certain that prills were pres

ent in this slag. The failure of the centrifuging to reduce

the copper loss may be taken as evidence that a oertain mini

mum loss due to dissolved sulphide copper or oxide copper is

to be expected. This is in agreement with the general opinion

that prolonged settling fails to remove all of the oopper from

a slag. In the tests just desoribed any prills present would

have been subjected to forces up to 218 times that of graVity.

The test, previously described, on the effect of oentrifuging

oonverter slag whioh was definitely known to contain prills

gave definite indication of the settling aotion of the centri

fuge. The need of further research on the effioienoy of cen

trifuging is indicated.
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CONCLUSION AND &n�UffiY

l.--The review of the previous work done

on this problem shows that there is no agreement as to the

form in which the copper in slag occurs, the causes of copper

loss, the methods of analYSiS, or the means of preventing loss.

2.--Results of tests made on the resistance

of a large number of ceramic materials to the action of un

formed slags have been given.

3.--A satisfactory design for a furnace

for this type of work has been described.
I

4.--A method for the preparation of ferrous

oarbonate in oonsiderable quantities and in a stable condition

has been described •

. 5. A method for carrying out laboratory

experimentation with the produotion of melts free from metallic

iron, but with a limited range as to silicate degree, has been

developed.

6. Experimental results have been obtained

which seem to show oonclusively that previous laboratory work

on the problem is of little value.

7. A new method for the elimination of sus-

peDded copper has been developed.


